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28 KRAUSE

above imply –together with the assumption that the
synchrotron lifetimes (∝ B−2) determine the disk
thicknesses– that the CR bulk speed (or galactic
wind velocity) is proportional to B2, and hence pro-
portional to SFR0.8.

4. REGULAR MAGNETIC FIELD AND STAR
FORMATION

The polarized intensity in spiral galaxies allows
to estimate the regular magnetic field strength and
the observed degree of polarization P (as determined
by the ratio of polarized intensity and total intensity)
is a measure of the degree of uniformity of the mag-
netic field. As discussed in § 3 the low brightness
edge-on galaxy NGC 5907 has a weak total and po-
larized intensity, a high thermal fraction and a low
SFR. On the other hand, NGC 891 (see Figure 1)
has strong total and polarized intensities, a normal
thermal fraction and strong star formation. Surpris-
ingly, the degree of polarization at λ6 cm at a res-
olution of 84′′ HPBW (half power beam width) is
equal in both galaxies, P = 3.2%. When we average
the Stokes I-, U-, and Q-maps over the total galaxy
(as described in Stil et al. 2008), the global degree
of polarization in NGC 5907 is P = 2.2%, whereas
in NGC 891 it is only P = 1.6%.

Similarly, we integrated the polarization proper-
ties in 41 nearby spiral galaxies and found that (inde-
pendently of inclination effects) the degree of polar-
ization is lower (< 4%) for more luminous galaxies,
in particular those for L4.8 > 2 × 1021 WHz−1 (Stil
et al. 2008). The brightest galaxies are those with
the highest SFR. Of course, the mean-field dynamo
needs star formation and supernova remnants as the
driving force for velocities in vertical direction. From
our observations, however, we conclude that stronger
star formation seems to reduce the magnetic field
regularity.

On kpc-scales, Chyży (2008) analyzed the cor-
relation between magnetic field regularity and SFR
locally within one galaxy, NGC 4254. While he
found a strong correlation between the total field
strength and the local SFR, he found an anticor-
relation of magnetic field regularity with SFR and
could not detect any correlation between the regular
field strength and the local SFR.

In our sample of 11 observed edge-on galaxies we
found in all of them with one exception (in the inner
part of NGC 4631) mainly a disk-parallel magnetic
field together with the X-shaped poloidal field in the
halo. Our sample includes spiral galaxies of very
different Hubble type and SFR, ranging from 0.5 ≤
SFR ≤ 27. The disk-parallel magnetic field along the

Fig. 3. Radio continuum emission of the edge-on spiral
galaxy NGC 4631 at λ3.6cm (8.35 GHz) with the 100 m
Effelsberg telescope with 84′′ HPBW . The contours in
give the total intensities, the vectors the intrinsic mag-
netic field orientation. The radio map is overlayed on an
optical image of NGC 4631 taken with the Misti Moun-
tain Observatory (Copyright: MPIfR Bonn).

galactic disk is the expected edge-on projection of
the spiral-field within the disk as observed in face-on
galaxies. It is generally thought to be generated by
a mean-field αΩ− dynamo for which the most easily
excited field pattern is the axismmetric spiral (ASS)
field (e.g. Ruzmaikin et al. 1988). The dynamo
acts most effectively in regions of strong differential
rotation in the disk. NGC 4631, however, which has
a disk-parallel magnetic field along the disk only at
radii ≥ 5kpc, shows for smaller radii a vertical large-
scale field also in the midplane of the disk, as visible
in Figure 3. The inner ≈ 5 kpc (140′′) is just the
region of NGC 4631 where the rotation curve rises
nearly rigidly (Golla & Wielebinski 1994), hence the
mean-field αΩ− dynamo may not work effectively
in this inner part of NGC 4631 and hence may not
amplify a disk-parallel large-scale field.

The even ASS magnetic disk field (as discussed
in § 2.2) is –according to the mean-field dynamo
theory– accompanied with a quadrupolar poloidal
field, which is, however, a factor of about 10 weaker
than the toroidal disk field. This means that the
poloidal part of the ASS dynamo mode alone cannot
explain the observed X-shaped structures in edge-on
galaxies as the field strengths there seems to be com-
parable to the large-scale disk field strengths. Model
calculations of the mean-field αΩ-dynamo for a disk
surrounded by a spherical halo including a galactic
wind (Brandenburg et al. 1993) simulated similar
field configurations as the observed ones. Such a

NGC 4631
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26 KRAUSE

field parallel to the line of sight, and its sign gives
the direction of this magnetic field component. Both
field components, parallel and perpendicular to the
line of sight, enable us in principle to deduce a 3-
dimensional picture of the large-scale magnetic field.
Note, however, that the polarized intensity is only
sensitive to the field orientation, i.e. it does not dis-
tinguish between parallel and antiparallel field direc-
tions in the plane of the sky, whereas the RM is large
for parallel fields along the line of sight, but zero for
parallel and antiparallel fields (of equal strength).
Magnetic fields consist of regular and turbulent com-
ponents. The total magnetic field strength in a
galaxy can be estimated from the nonthermal ra-
dio emission under the assumption of equipartition
between the energies of the magnetic field and the
relativistic particles (the so-called energy equiparti-
tion) as described in Beck & Krause (2005).

2. OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS OF MAGNETIC
FIELDS

2.1. Spiral Galaxies seen face-on
The mean equipartition value for the total mag-

netic field strength for a sample of 74 spiral galaxies
observed by Niklas (1995) is on average 9 ± 3µG.
It can, however, reach locally higher values within
the spiral arms of up to 20µG. Strongly interacting
galaxies or galaxies with a high star formation rate
tend to have generally stronger total magnetic fields.
The strength of the regular magnetic fields in spiral
galaxies (observed with a spatial resolution of a few
100pc) are typically 1–5 µG, and may reach locally
values up to 10 − 15 µG as e.g. in NGC 6946 (Beck
2008) and M51 (Fletcher et al. 2008).

The turbulent magnetic field is typically
strongest along the optical spiral arms, whereas the
regular fields are strongest in between the optical spi-
ral arms, or at the inner edge of the density-wave spi-
ral arm. Sometimes, the interarmed region is filled
smoothly with regular fields, in other cases the large-
scale field form long filaments of polarized intensity
like in IC342 (Krause et al. 1989; Krause 1993) or so-
called magnetic spiral arms like in NGC 6946 (Beck
& Hoernes 1996).

The magnetic lines of the large-scale field form
generally a spiral pattern with pitch-angles from 10◦
to 40◦ which are similar to the pitch angles of the
optical spiral arms. Further, spiral magnetic fields
have even been observed in flocculent and irregular
galaxies.

2.2. Spiral Galaxies seen edge-on
Several edge-on galaxies of different Hubble type

and covering a wide range in SFR were observed with

Fig. 1. Radio continuum emission of the edge-on spi-
ral galaxy NGC 891 at λ3.6cm (8.35 GHz) with the 100
m Effelsberg telescope with a resolution of 84′′ HPBW .
The contours give the total intensities, the vectors the
intrinsic magnetic field orientation (Copyright: MPIfR
Bonn). The radio map is overlayed on an optical im-
age of NGC 891 from the Canada-France-Hawaii Tele-
scope/(c)1999 CFHT/Coelum.

high sensitivity in radio continuum and linear polar-
ization. These observations show that the magnetic
field structure is mainly parallel to the disk along
the midplane of the disk (with the only exception of
NGC 4631) as expected from observations of face-
on galaxies and their magnetic field amplification by
the action of a mean-field αΩ-dynamo (e.g. Beck
et al. 1996). Away from the disk the magnetic
field has also vertical components increasing with
distance from the disk and with radius (Krause 2004;
Soida 2005; Krause et al. 2006; Heesen et al. 2008b).
Hence, the large-scale magnetic field looks X-shaped
away from the plane. As an example, we show the
magnetic field vectors of the edge-on galaxy NGC
891 together with the radio continuum emission at
λ3.6cm (made with the Effelsberg 100 m telescope2

overlayed on an optical image of the galaxy in Fig-
ure 1.

2The Effelsberg 100 m is operated by Max-Planck-Institut
für Radioastronomie (MPIfR) in Bonn.

NGC 891
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Synchrotron polarization

p = p0
B̄2

(B̄2 + b2)

for purely ordered B

degree of B order
Burn 1966

Linear polarization perpendicular to B⊥
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Figure 6. E-vectors showing the direction and distribution of polarized intensity at 3 cm and 6 cm with contours showing the total intensity radio continuum emission
at each wavelength and a grayscale image showing the distribution of the Hα emission. We show the 6 cm and 3 cm data with 13′′ resolution because these were the
data with the most polarized intensity. The contours start at 3σ and increase by a factor of 2 for each subsequent contour. A polarization vector with a length of 1′′ has
a polarized intensity of 12.8 µJy beam−1. The beams are indicated in the lower left corner of each panel.

20 cm data is affected, we imaged the first and last IFs separately
(see Table 1 for a summary of our observing setup). These two
IFs are each 10 MHz wide and 70 MHz apart. Comparing the
polarization vectors for the two IFs, we do not see any rotation
of the polarization vectors greater than a few degrees. Therefore,
creating the final image by combining the data from all the IFs
has not resulted in significant depolarization.

The major polarization features at 20 cm are associated with
Hα features in the galaxy. Figure 7 shows the positions of the
various Hα bubbles that have been identified in the literature.
The Hα emission is included in both Figures 5 and 7 as a
point of comparison between the figures. There are polarization
features on the northwest and southwest edges of the disk which
correspond to the bases of bubbles B and A. Moving northwest
away from the disk there are regions of significant polarized
emission that outline the edges of bubble B as well as some that
may be associated with the region of Hα filaments just to the
east of this feature. We also see significant polarized emission
outlining the bubble A.

The 13 cm emission is shown in the right panel in Figure 5.
The polarization ranges from 1.4% for vectors near the center
of the image to 42.1% for the clump of significant vectors in
the northwestern portion of the galaxy. We used one of the
calibration sources (3C147) to estimate the residual instrumental
leakages at 13 cm as 0.5% and eliminated all vectors with
smaller percent polarizations. This cut affected only one vector
located on the brightest peak of 13 cm emission. There is
very little significant polarization in the 13 cm data besides the
polarization vectors in the northwestern portion of NGC 1569
that correspond to locations of significant polarization vectors
at 20 cm. The lack of significant polarized emission is not
surprising since the 13 cm has the highest noise level of all
our data. When the 20 cm polarized intensity is calculated
assuming a noise cutoff similar to that of the 13 cm data
we see little polarization, which confirms that the lack of
polarization at 13 cm is most likely the result of the relatively
poor sensitivity of this data. To make sure this is not the result

Figure 7. Hα image from Hunter & Elmegreen (2004) with outlines indicating
the Hα bubbles from Martin (1998) and Westmoquette et al. (2008) and contours
showing the 3 cm radio continuum emission with 13′′ resolution. The contours
start at 3σ and subsequent contours increase by factors of 2. See Table 2 for
the noise levels in each image and Figure 2 in Westmoquette et al. (2008) for
the correspondence between this nomenclature and the nomenclature of Hunter
et al. (1993).

of bandwidth depolarization, we have imaged first and last
20 MHz IFs by themselves and compared polarized emission
in the two images. Neither of the single IF images shows any
significant polarization, so significant polarization in one IF is
not canceling out significant polarization in the other IF.

NGC 1569
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when the angular scale of RM fluctuations is
smaller than the resolution of the data and the
scale of intrinsic polarized structures. Although
the resolution here, È40 arc sec, is compara-
tively large, extragalactic sources are typically
of much smaller angular extent: For 1.4-GHz
flux densities in the range 10 to 300 millijanskys
(mJy) as observed here, the median angular
size is only È6 arc sec (18), or È1.5 pc when
projected against the LMC. The depolar-
ization (Fig. 3) implies strong RM fluctua-
tions on scales l¡ 1.5 pc. In such a situation,
beam depolarization reduces the intrinsic
linearly polarized intensity, P0, to a level

P 0 P0 expðY2s2
RM l4Þ ð3Þ

(7, 19), where l is the observing wavelength
and sRM is the standard deviation in RMs
across the source. To account for the depen-
dence of P/P0 on EM (Fig. 3), we need to relate
sRM to the EM along a given sightline. If the
magnetic field is uncorrelated with the ionized
gas density, we expect that sRM 0 kEM1/2,
where k is a constant. With this assumption, the
fluctuating magnetic field on a scale of l pc
needed to produce the observed depolarization
has a strength Br , k(lK2/3)j1/2 mG. In Fig. 3,
Eq. 3 has been fit to the data for P0 , 0.104
and k , 1.8 rad mj2 pcj1/2 cm3. Assuming l G
0.5 pc, we find that Br 9 5 mG. We thus infer
that there are large RM and magnetic field fluc-
tuations on subparsec scales in the ionized gas of
the LMC. This phenomenon is also seen in our
own Galaxy and may trace the turbulent winds
and H II regions of individual stars (20, 21).

Most spiral galaxies are long-lived sys-
tems that exhibit large amounts of rotational
shear and that experience relatively constant
star formation rates over long periods of
time. Coherent magnetic fields in these gal-
axies are believed to be produced by a dy-
namo mechanism, in which small-scale
turbulent magnetic fields are amplified and
ordered by cyclonic motions and differential
rotation (2, 4, 5). However, in galaxies dom-
inated by sudden bursts of star formation
and supernova activity, the dramatic injection
of energy should disrupt the slow monotonic
increase of the large-scale field produced by
a standard turbulent dynamo (22, 23). The
LMC has experienced several intense bursts
of star formation over the past È4 billion
years triggered by repeated close encounters
with the Milky Way and with the Small
Magellanic Cloud (24, 25) and yet still
maintains a coherent spiral magnetic field.
Combined with previous results demonstrat-
ing the presence of ordered magnetic fields in
young galaxies for which the dynamo has had
little time to operate (26), and in irregular
galaxies, which lack large amounts of rota-
tion (27), there is now evidence that standard
dynamo processes are ineffective in the LMC
and these other galaxies. There are several

viable alternatives to explain the coherent
magnetic fields that we observe. Potentially
most pertinent for the LMC is the cosmic

ray–driven dynamo, in which recent super-
nova activity generates a large population of
relativistic particles. The buoyancy of these

Fig. 2. RM against posi-
tion angle (PA) within
the LMC. The six data
points are a binned rep-
resentation of the 93
RMs that lie within a
radius of 3.5- of the
center of the EM distri-
bution seen in Fig. 1
[right ascension (J2000)
05h16m03s, declination
(J2000) j68-41¶45µ],
plotted against deproj-
ected position angle
within the LMC, mea-
sured from the line of
nodes. The uncertainty
on each datum is the
weighted standard error
in the mean for RMs in
that bin. The dashed line
shows a cosinusoidal least-squares fit to the unbinned data, with an amplitude of þ53 T 3 rad mj2

and an offset from zero of þ9 T 2 rad mj2. The phase of the cosinusoid is only weakly constrained,
falling between T15-. The fit is not a strong function of the center adopted for the LMC.

Fig. 1. Faraday rotation measures through the LMC. The image shows the distribution of emission
measure toward the LMC in units of pc cmj6, derived from the Southern H-Alpha Sky Survey Atlas
(31). The symbols show the position, sign, and magnitude of the baseline-subtracted RM
measurements (12). Solid and open circles (both marked in green) correspond to positive and
negative RMs, respectively, and asterisks (marked in purple) indicate RMs that are consistent with zero
within their errors. The diameter of each circle is proportional to the magnitude of the RM, the largest
positive and negative RMs being þ247 T 13 rad mj2 and j215 T 32 rad mj2, respectively. RA, right
ascension; DEC, declination.
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Faraday rotation

ψ = ψ0 + R λ2

R = 0.81
∫

los

ne

cm−3

B‖

µG
dl

pc
radm−2

observed

intrinsic

RM =
∆ψ

∆(λ2)

e-B

ψψ0



Faraday Depolarization

e-B

ψψ0

p = p0

∣∣∣∣
sin (R λ2)

R λ2

∣∣∣∣ .

p = p0
1− exp (−2 σR λ4)

2 σR λ4

Differential Faraday 
rotation

Faraday dispersion

Burn 1966, Sokoloff et al. 1998



synchrotron emissionIν ∝ n0 B(1+s)/2
⊥ ν(1−s)/2

Field strength I

assume equipartition 
cosmic rays and BBeq ∝ I 2/(γ+5)

Figure 4: The distributions of the strength of the total magnetic field in a
sample of spiral galaxies obtained from the observed synchrotron intensity I
using energy equipartition between magnetic fields and cosmic rays (p. 109 in
Niklas, 1995) under slightly different assumptions. The estimates of the left-
hand panel were derived from integrating the observed synchrotron intensity
in the range corresponding to the relativistic electron energies from 300MeV
to infinity, and in the right-hand panel the integration was over a frequency
range 10MHz–10GHz. Results presented in the left-hand panel are better
justified physically (§2.1 in Beck et al., 1996; §III.A.1 in Widrow, 2002).

from the Faraday rotation measures of pulsars simply as

B‖ =
RM

K1 DM
. (6)

This estimate is meaningful if magnetic field and thermal electron density are
statistically uncorrelated. If the fluctuations in magnetic field and thermal
electron density are correlated with each other, they will contribute positively
to RM and Eq. (6) will yield overestimated B‖. In the case of anticorrelated
fluctuations, their contribution is negative and Eq. (6) is an underestimate.
As shown by Beck et al. (2003), physically reasonable assumptions about the
statistical relation between magnetic field strength and electron density can
lead to Eq. (6) being in error by a factor of 2–3.

The observable quantities (4) have provided extensive data on magnetic
field strengths in both the Milky Way and external galaxies (Ruzmaikin et

al.., 1988; Beck et al., 1996; Beck, 2000, 2001). The average total field
strengths in nearby spiral galaxies obtained from total synchrotron inten-

12

Total magnetic field

mean ≈ 9μG
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Scale lengths

Scale length [kpc]Scale length [kpc] Galaxy size
Isyn B [kpc]

NGC 6946 4 16 18 Beck 2007

NGC 253 
(polarization) 3 & 7 13 & 26 28 Heesen et al. 2009

M51 5 to 7 10 to 14 27 Fletcher unpublished

M33 6 24 12 Tabatabaei et al. 2007
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544 R. Beck: Magnetic arms in NGC 6946

Fig. 5. Energy densities and their radial variations in the spiral galaxy
NGC 6946.

was derived from the map of nonthermal synchrotron intensity,
assuming a constant pathlength through the emitting medium
of 1 kpc. The energy density of the ordered magnetic field was
derived from the map of polarized intensity. The thermal en-
ergy density ( 3

2 〈ne〉kT ) of the warm ionized gas (T # 104 K)
was calculated from the map of thermal radio emission (giv-
ing the emission measure EM = L〈n2

e〉 which is dominated by
H II regions, see Fig. 4), using a pathlength L of 1 kpc, a con-
stant volume filling factor f of 5% (Ehle & Beck 1993). The
average number density 〈ne〉 =

√
f 〈n2

e〉 of the H II regions de-
creases from about 0.5 cm−3 at 1 kpc radius to about 0.3 cm−3

at 5 kpc radius. The average number density 〈n〉 of the total neu-
tral gas (molecular + atomic) was determined from the CO map
of Walsh et al. (2002) and the H I map of Kamphuis & Sancisi
(1993), assuming for simplicity a constant scale height of the
disk of 100 pc. 〈n〉 decreases from about 50 cm−3 at 1 kpc ra-
dius to about 7 cm−3 at 5 kpc radius. The molecular gas traced
by the CO emission dominates until 5 kpc radius. Assuming a
constant temperature of T = 50 K, the energy density of the
molecular gas was computed and is shown in Fig. 5. The contri-
butions of the cold and warm atomic gas cannot be determined
with the existing low-resolution data, so that the thermal energy
density of the total neutral gas is unknown in NGC 6946. To
compute the kinetic energy density (1

2ρv
2) of the turbulent mo-

tion of the total neutral gas, its turbulent velocity was assumed to
be vturb = 7 km s−1 , the typical value derived for the neutral gas
in our Galaxy (Boulares & Cox 1990; Kalberla & Kerp 1998)
and from ISM models (Fletcher & Shukurov 2001).

The energy densities of all components in NGC 6946 are
about one order of magnitude larger than in the Milky Way (Cox
2005). The energy density of the ionized gas Eth in NGC 6946
(Fig. 5) is about one order of magnitude smaller than that of
the magnetic field Emagn. This result is similar to that derived
for the Milky Way (Cox 2005). The ISM seems to be a low-
β plasma (β = Eth/Emagn). 3D magnetohydrodynamical models
for the ISM predicted a large variation of local β values, with
the average value steeply increasing with temperature (Mac Low
et al. 2005; Avillez & Breitschwerdt 2005).

The thermal energy density of the ionized gas Eth in Fig. 5
and hence β may be underestimated if there is a significant con-
tribution from hot gas, or if the diffuse warm ionized gas domi-
nates over the H II regions, so that the effective filling factor f of
the warm ionized gas would be larger than 5% (〈ne〉 ∝

√
Ith f ).

However, the values of 〈ne〉 for the H II regions in NGC 6946

(see above) are more than one order of magnitude larger than for
the warm diffuse ionized gas (Sect. 3.7) and about two orders
of magnitude larger than typical values for the hot gas (Fletcher
& Shukurov 2001). Finally, Eth could be twice larger if the con-
tribution of protons is also considered. In summary, no major
uncertainties in Eth are expected.

The large energy density of the turbulent motions compared
to the thermal energy density in Fig. 5 means that turbulence in
the diffuse ISM is supersonic, which is consistent with 3D MHD
models for the ISM (Avillez & Breitschwerdt 2005). While su-
personic turbulence in molecular gas clouds of the Milky Way is
observed and helps to support the clouds (Mac Low & Klessen
2004), supersonic turbulence in the diffuse ISM would lead to
widespread shocks and hence is hard to maintain. The results
presented here are puzzling and need further investigations in
other galaxies.

In the inner parts of NGC 6946 the energy densities of the
total magnetic field and turbulent gas motions are similar, while
the field dominates in the outer parts. The reason is the large
radial scale length of the total magnetic energy (7.0 ± 0.1 kpc
for radii larger than 3 kpc) compared to the scale length of
about 3 kpc of the neutral gas density (Walsh et al. 2002).
This is in apparent conflict with the generation of interstellar
magnetic fields from turbulent gas motions. Before considering
physical explanations, like radial diffusion of the magnetic field
(Priklonsky et al. 2000), field configurations in a wind-driven
halo (Breitschwerdt et al. 2002), or a supra-equipartition turbu-
lent dynamo (Belyanin et al. 1993), possible bias effects of the
values shown in Fig. 5 have to be discussed.

The discrepancy between total magnetic and turbulent en-
ergy densities may indicate that the turbulent velocity of the neu-
tral gas in NGC 6946 is underestimated. 6 km s−1 and 9 km s−1

of the cold and warm neutral gas components, respectively, are
needed for the vertical hydrostatic equilibrium, while the to-
tal turbulent velocity is

√
3 times higher (Fletcher & Shukurov

2001). Another increase could be caused by the high star-
formation rate in NGC 6946. As a result, the magnetic and turbu-
lent energy densities could become similar until several kpc ra-
dius. In the outer parts of the galaxy, turbulence generated by the
magneto-rotational instability (MRI) (Sellwood & Balbus 1999;
Dziourkevitch et al. 2004) could be stronger than turbulence ex-
cited by star formation and increase the turbulent energy density
and scale length.

The discrepancy between total magnetic and turbulence en-
ergy densities for radii larger than about 2 kpc may also indi-
cate that the magnetic field strength or the scale length of mag-
netic energy density are overestimated. If energy equipartition
between magnetic fields and cosmic rays does not hold, the esti-
mates of field strength based on this assumption would be in-
valid. If, e.g., the density of cosmic-ray electrons is constant
in the galaxy, the scale length of the magnetic energy density
would decrease to 3.5 kpc, similar to the scale length of the en-
ergy density of turbulence. However, the sources of cosmic rays
are believed to be related to star-forming regions, which are con-
centrated in the inner galaxy, and the propagation of cosmic-
ray electrons is limited by synchrotron losses, so that a constant
density of cosmic-ray electrons can hardly be maintained. γ-ray
data from the Milky Way indeed indicate a radial decrease of
the cosmic ray distribution (Strong & Mattox 1996). The ag-
ing of cosmic-ray electrons towards the outer galaxy leads to a
steeper decrease and hence to an increasing proton-to-electron
ratio R and to an underestimate of the magnetic energy as shown
in Fig. 5. This would enhance the discrepancy with the turbulent
energy.
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the combination of the modes m = z0 and stronger m = z1 pro-
duces a sinusoidal vertical field that is strongest near the ma-
jor axis: pointing away from us at θ ! 30◦ and towards us at
θ ! 210◦. In the outer ring the vertical field is also strongest near
the major axis, at θ ! 10◦ (directed away) and θ ! 190◦ (directed
towards).

The presence of a vertical component in the regular mag-
netic field was indicated locally by our rotation measure maps
(Sect. 3). However, the large scale vertical field required by our
fits requires a global origin. The strong Bz along the major axis
together with the long lines of sight through the magneto-ionic
medium on the eastern and western minor axis (Sect. 3) sug-
gest that the galactic warp may play a role. In other words,
the “vertical” field that we identify may be due to the severe
warp in M 33 (Rogstad et al. 1976; Reakes & Newton 1978;
Sandage & Humphreys 1980; Corbelli & Schneider 1997). The
inner HI disk investigated by Rogstad et al. (1976) shows a warp
beginning at a radius of !5 kpc with a change in the inclination
angle of 40◦ at 8 kpc. The warp of the optical plane begins as
close to the center as the first arm system at 2 kpc (the center
of our inner ring), with a change in the arm inclination of >15◦
at 3 kpc and 25◦ at 5 kpc (Sandage & Humphreys 1980). The
model in Sect. 4.2 assumes a constant inclination of i = 56◦
but in a strongly warped disc i varies with radius and azimuth.
In this case, even if Breg only has components in the warped
disk plane Bd, as for e.g. M 51 (Berkhuijsen et al. 1997), M 31
(Fletcher et al. 2004), and NGC 6946 (Beck 2007), there will be
an apparent vertical component B̂z (as well as an apparent disk
parallel component B̂d) with respect to the average disk-plane.

The ratio B̂z/B̂d = tan iw where iw is the warp inclination.
So for wi ! 15◦ in the inner ring B̂z/B̂d ! 0.3 and in the outer
ring wi ! 25◦ gives B̂z/B̂d ! 0.5. Our model field in Table 2 has
Bz/Bd ≤ 2 ± 1 in the 1−3 kpc ring and Bz/Bd ≤ 1.0 ± 0.4 in the
3−5 kpc ring. This indicates that, in the outer ring, the vertical
field could be mainly due to the warp. However, a real vertical
field of a broadly comparable strength to the disk field can exist
in the inner ring.

6.2. Magnetic and spiral-arm pitch angles

The pitch angles of the horizontal component of the regular mag-
netic field are high: pB = 48◦ in the 1−3 kpc ring and pB = 42◦
in the 3−5 kpc ring. These magnetic field pitch angles are how-
ever lower than the pitch angles of the optical arm segments
identified by Sandage & Humphreys (1980), which are typically
pa = 60◦−70◦. A combination of shear from the differential ro-
tation, producing an azimuthal magnetic field with pB = 0◦,
and compression in spiral arm segments, amplifying the com-
ponent of the field parallel to the arms pB = 65◦, may be re-
sponsible for the observed pB ! 40◦. However, this type of
alternate stretching and squeezing of the field could not produce
the m = 0 azimuthal mode that is found in both rings, unless
the pre-galactic field was of this configuration. The presence of
a significant m = 0 azimuthal mode of Breg can be explained if
a large-scale galactic dynamo is operating in M 33: the axisym-
metric mode has the fastest growth rate in disk dynamo models
(e.g. Beck et al. 1996). This does not mean that a dynamo is
the origin of all of the regular magnetic field structure in M 33.
In particular it would be a strange coincidence if the large pB,
higher than the typical pB in other disc galaxies by a factor of
∼2, is not connected to the open spiral arms with pa ! 65◦.

Fig. 12. Energy densities and their variations with galactocentric radius
in M 33.

A rough estimate of the magnetic field pitch angles expected
due to a simple mean-field dynamo can be obtained by consid-
ering the ratio of the alpha-effect – parameterizing cyclonic tur-
bulence generating the radial field Br from the azimuthal Bθ –
to the omega-effect – describing differential rotation shearing
the radial field into an azimuthal one. This can be written as
(Shukurov 2004)

tan pB =
Br

Bθ
! 1

2

√
πα

hG
, (12)

where α is a typical velocity of the helical turbulence, h is the
scale height of the dynamo active layer and G = R dΩ/dR gives
the shear rate due to the angular velocityΩ. Using the HI rotation
curve derived by Corbelli & Salucci (2007), α ∼ 1 km s−1 as a
typical value (Ruzmaikin et al. 1988), and an HI scale height of
250 pc at R = 2 kpc increasing steadily to 650 pc at R = 5 kpc
(Baldwin 1981) we obtain approximate pitch angles of pB !
20◦ and pB ! 15◦ for the 1−3 and 3−5 kpc rings, respectively.
These are only about 1/2 to 1/3 of the fitted pitch angles of the
m = 0 modes. Models specific to M 33, which allow for dynamo
action as well as the large scale gas-dynamics of the galaxy, are
required to understand the origin of the large pB as well as the
vertical component of the regular magnetic field.

6.3. Energy densities in the ISM

The energy densities of the equipartition magnetic fields in the
disk (B2

t /8π and B2
u/8π for the total and regular magnetic fields,

respectively) are shown in Fig. 12. The thermal energy density of
the warm ionized gas, 3

2 〈ne〉kTe, is estimated from the Hα map
assuming Te ! 104 K (see also Sect. 5). Assuming the pres-
sure equilibrium between the warm and hot ionized gas with
Te ! 106 K and an electron density of !0.01〈ne〉 (e.g. Ferrière
2001), the energy density of the hot ionized gas is about the same
order of magnitude as the warm ionized gas energy density. For
the neutral gas, we derive the energy density of 3

2 〈n〉kT using the
average surface density of total (molecular + atomic) gas given
by Corbelli (2003) and an average temperature of T ! 50 K
(Wilson et al. 1997). The warm neutral gas with a typical tem-
perature of !6000 K has roughly the same thermal energy den-
sity as the cold neutral gas, due to a !100 times lower density
(e.g. Ferrière 2001). Assuming a constant scale height of the
disk of 100 pc (as used for NGC 6946 Beck 2007), we obtain a
gas density of 〈n〉 ! 6 cm−3 at R = 1 kpc (that is about 8 times
lower than the corresponding value in NGC 6946) to !2 cm−3 at
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For unpublished data on the scale-height
of the synchrotron emission in six nearby,
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DP20/6 ≥ 0.4). Note that the observed DP20/6(θ) is roughly
proportional to the derivative of RM(θ) (Fig. 7).

Gradients in the foreground RM due to magnetic fields in
the Milky Way, RMfg, in the direction of M 31, are weak (Han
et al. 1998) and unlikely to cause the observed variation of RM
and DP with azimuth in M 31. Thus, depolarization must occur
within M 31. For the rest of the analysis of depolarization we
consider the RM intrinsic to M 31, RMi = RM − RMfg.

The smooth, sinusoidal azimuthal variation of RM (Fig. 7a)
can be completely accounted for by an azimuthal variation
of B‖ deduced in Sect. 5, indicating that 〈ne〉L is indeed roughly
constant in azimuth. The turbulent magnetic field, b, derived
using the equipartition approach described in Sect. 3, is also
constant in azimuth for each ring. Therefore the dispersion
in RM, σRM, and hence depolarization due to Faraday disper-
sion, is roughly constant at a given radius, and the azimuthal
variation in DP20/6 cannot be explained by Faraday dispersion
(Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3)). This does not mean that Faraday disper-
sion is ineffective in M 31, but rather that the strong azimuthal
pattern in DP20/6 cannot be explained by this mechanism.

The remaining wavelength dependent depolarizing mecha-
nisms are all caused by the regular magnetic field: differential
Faraday rotation, RM gradients within the emitting layer, and
RM gradients in a foreground Faraday screen. The first two
effects are unavoidable while the third effect requires the ex-
istence of a “thick disk” of magnetic fields and thermal gas
invisible in synchrotron emission. Differential Faraday rotation
in the source is strongest near the major axis where the line-
of-sight magnetic field B‖ is maximum, resulting in a depolar-
ization pattern very different from that observed (Fig. 8a). The
azimuthal gradient in B‖ is also maximum near the minor axis
(where it changes sign). Therefore, depolarization due to gra-
dients in RM in the synchrotron source is strong near the minor
axis and weak near the major axis, but still does not overcome
the differential Faraday rotation that produces a different pat-
tern (Fig. 8b). On the other hand a foreground Faraday screen
does not produce any differential Faraday rotation, and so de-
polarization due to the RM gradients in a foreground screen is
dominant, producing a correct pattern shown in Fig. 8c.

Thus, the global pattern of the azimuthal variation of
DP20/6 can only be reproduced by depolarization due to
RM gradients in a Faraday screen (the bottom frame of Fig. 8).
This mechanism must be the dominant cause of the azimuthal
pattern in wavelength dependent depolarization. This is true in
the whole radial range 6 ≤ r ≤ 14 kpc. Berkhuijsen et al.
(2003) found that contours of RM and DP11/6 are often perpen-
dicular to each other where they cross (see their Fig. 14) and
noted that this suggests RM gradients as an important cause
of depolarization. Earlier, Berkhuijsen & Beck (1990) found
that RM gradients were primarily responsible for depolariza-
tion in the southwestern quadrant of M 31 and Horellou et al.
(1992) observed that contours of DP and RM are perpendicular
at crossing points for the galaxy M 51.

The minima in DP20/6 produced by the Faraday screen are
noticeably deeper than those observed (at θ ≈ 90◦ and 270◦

in Fig. 8c). As discussed in Sect. 6.2, this can be explained by
other, less important depolarization mechanisms.

Fig. 8. Observed (squares with error bars) and expected (solid line) de-
polarization between λ20 cm and λ6 cm, DP20/6, for the ring 10 < r <
12 kpc assuming various depolarization mechanisms. The azimuthal
angle θ is measured counterclockwise from the northern major axis.
Depolarization due to a) differential Faraday rotation using Eq. (A.1),
b) RM gradients in the synchrotron source and differential Faraday ro-
tation from Eq. (A.4) and c) RM gradients in a Faraday screen given
by Eq. (A.5) are represented by solid lines. RM and the gradient in RM
are derived from the fitted magnetic field described in Sect. 5. We con-
clude that foreground RM gradients, illustrated in panel c), dominate
other wavelength dependent depolarization mechanisms.

6.2. The thermal and synchrotron disk scale heights

We have identified RM gradients in a Faraday screen as the
dominant depolarizing mechanism responsible for the observed
azimuthal pattern of DP20/6 in M 31. The fit to observations in
Fig. 8c can be improved by including other depolarizing ef-
fects, especially Faraday dispersion. Also, the effectiveness of
the Faraday screen depends upon its relative thickness, com-
pared to that of the synchrotron emitting layer. Now we attempt
to recover information about the relative heights of the emitting
and Faraday rotating layers from fitting the depolarization.
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Small-scale fields in M51
Anisotropic b ≈ 12 μG 

Isotropic b ≈ 18 μG 
Mean B ≈ 2 μG

Degree of anisotropy  ≈ 2

Scaling of fluctuations in
Faraday rotation give
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Fig. 1.—(a) Total radio intensity contour map of NGC 4736 at 8.46 GHz
and 8.6! # 8.6! resolution (from combined VLA and Effelsberg data) super-
imposed on the infrared 24 mm image (in colors, from Spitzer survey of SINGS
galaxies: Kennicutt et al. 2003). The contours are at 28, 72, 176, 320, 440,
800, 1040, and 1600 mJy beam!1. (b) Radio polarized intensity at 8.46 GHz
in contours and the infrared map in colors. The contours are at 21, 42, 70,
and 98 mJy beam!1. The galaxy is inclined by (Buta 1988) and the green35!
line in (a) denotes its major axis. The inner (rs) ring and the central minibar
are indicated, whereas the faint, outer (R) ring is out of the figure and also
invisible in the radio data.

Fig. 2.—Polarized intensity contour map of NGC 4736 at 8.46 GHz and
8.6! # 8.6! resolution with observed magnetic field vectors of the polarization
degree overlaid on the Ha image (from Knapen et al. 2003). The contours are
at 21, 42, and 84 mJy beam!1 area. The vector of corresponds to the′′10
polarization degree of 25%.

The observed total radio emission of NGC 4736 at 8.46 GHz
is clearly dominated by the galaxy’s bright inner pseudoring
(Fig. 1a) and resembles the distributions of infrared, Ha, and
UV emission (e.g., Waller et al. 2001). All pronounced radio
features in the ring correspond to the enhanced signal in the
mid-infrared (in colors in Fig. 1a) and must result from an
intense star formation process providing dust heating and strong
radio thermal and nonthermal emission. The radio contours in
the galaxy’s bright bulge region (within radius) are slightly′′20
elongated in position angle P.A. ≈ 30 . They likely correspond!
to the nuclear minibar seen in optical and CO images (§ 1).
Outside the galaxy’s bright radio disk, weak radio emission is
detected from a star-forming plume (Fig. 1a), being another
feature of the galaxy’s resonant dynamics (Waller et al. 2001).

The polarized radio emission of NGC 4736 at 8.46 GHz
reveals a dramatically different morphology (Fig. 1b). It does
not clearly correspond either to the inner pseudoring in the
infrared emission or to the distribution of total radio emission.

The degree of polarization is slightly lower in the ring (about
on average) than in its close vicinity ( ),10% " 1% 15% " 1%

and rises to about at the disk edges. The observed vectors40%
of regular magnetic field (Fig. 2) are organized into a very
clear spiral pattern with two broad magnetic arms. Surprisingly,
the inner ring hardly influences the magnetic vectors: they seem
to cross the star-forming regions without any change of their
orientation. This is opposite to what is observed in grand-design
spiral galaxies (§ 1), where the magnetic field typically follows
a nearby spiral density wave.

The revealed spiral magnetic pattern at 8.46 GHz, is fully
confirmed at 4.86 GHz. The observed similar orientation of
magnetic field vectors at both radio frequencies indicates only
small Faraday rotation effects in this galaxy (see below). Hence,
the magnetic vectors presented in Figure 2 give almost precisely
the intrinsic direction of the projected magnetic field (within
7 ) in most of the galactic regions.!

3. PURE DYNAMO ACTION?

The observed spiral structure of the magnetic field in NGC
4736 contradicts the main feature of its optical morphology:
the starbursting inner pseudoring. To investigate the exact pat-
tern of regular magnetic field without projection effects, we
constructed a phase diagram (Fig. 3) of magnetic field vectors
along the azimuthal angle in the galaxy plane versus the natural
logarithm of the galactocentric radius. It confirms that the mag-
netic vectors cross the Ha-emitting ring (which constitutes a
horizontal structure in Fig. 3) without changing their large pitch
angle of 35! " 5!. The two broad magnetic spiral arms (§ 2)
clearly emerge from close to the galactic center, at azimuths
of about and . Inside the inner ring, around azimuths0! 180!
of and , the magnetic pitch angle attains smaller val-120! 300!
ues, from to , which may result from gas flows around0! 20!
the central minibar (§ 1). Despite this, the observed pattern of
regular field in NGC 4736 seems to be the most coherent one
observed so far in spiral galaxies (cf. Beck 2005).

The comparison of the magnetic pattern in NGC 4736 with
the Hubble Space Telescope and other filtered optical images

NGC 4736 / M94

Chyzy & Buta 2007
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Fig. 3.—Diagram of the deprojected regular magnetic field vectors in the plane of NGC 4736 at 8.46 GHz (without correction for Faraday effects). The
galactocentric azimuthal angle is measured counterclockwise from the northern tip of the major axis (P.A. p 295 ). The vector’s length is proportional to the!
polarized intensity, also presented in contours. The Ha image is shown in colors.

Fig. 4.—Faraday rotation measure distribution (in colors) of NGC 4736, at
resolution, computed from 8.46 and 4.86 GHz data, in rad m , with′′ !215

contours of Ha emission.

Fig. 5.—Magnetic maps of NGC 4736. (a) Total, (b) random, and (c) regular
magnetic field strength (in mG) in colors, with contours of (a) infrared 24 mm
and (b, c) Ha emission.

indicates further disagreement of the regular magnetic field with
other galactic structures, e.g., the prominent, almost circular, long
dust lane west of the center (Waller et al. 2001), or spiral dust
armlets (probably of acoustic origin) in the central part of the
galaxy (Elmegreen et al. 2002). Outside the ring, the relation of
magnetic vectors with optical, flocculent features (Waller et al.
2001) is ambiguous, and contrary to the magnetic structure the
optical features do not continue inside the ring. The kinematics
of CO- and H i–emitting gas near the ring is well described by
pure circular differential rotation with a velocity of about 200
km s and small residuals, typically less than about 10 km!1

s (Wong & Blitz 2000). This assures that galactic shearing!1

motions in the vicinity of the inner ring are strong. Hence, the
observed magnetic spiral could result from apure MHD dynamo
action that develops without support from spiral density waves
(§ 1).

The strongest observational test for the origin of the galactic
magnetic field is the distribution of Faraday rotation measure
(RM), which is sensitive to the sense of direction of the magnetic
field. Magnetic fields produced locally by ejections from stars or

by small-scale MHD dynamos, compressed in shocks or stretched
by gas shearing flows, yield random fields and incoherent (chang-
ing sign) RM patterns. Only the large-scale dynamo can induce
unidirectional magnetic field and produce a coherent RM pattern
on the galactic scale. The typical RM values observed in NGC
4736 (Fig. 4) are small, about "50 rad m , reaching locally!2

rad m . As the galaxy is located at high Galactic!2FRMF 1 100
latitude ( ) the influence of the Milky Way on observed RM76!
could be omitted. Globally, NGC 4736 shows a large area of
statistically positive RM in the northwestern part of the galaxy
and negative RM in the southeastern one. This gives a strong
argument for a large-scale MHD dynamo working in this object.

From maps of total and polarized emission and the direction
of magnetic field vectors corrected for Faraday rotation we derive
“magnetic maps” (Chyży 2008)—the strength of total, random,
and regular magnetic field throughout the galaxy plane, corrected
for projection effects. In calculations we assume equipartition be-
tween the energy of the magnetic field and cosmic rays with an
Ep300 MeV cutoff in the cosmic-ray proton spectrum, the energy
ratio k p 100 of cosmic-ray protons and electrons, and an un-
projected synchrotron disk thickness of L p 500 pc. The thermal
emission is separated from the observed radio intensity assuming
a nonthermal spectral index of 0.9. The total magnetic field (Fig.
5a) is strongest in the galactic center and in the starbursting ring
where its strength varies from 18 to even 30 mG. The field is
dominated by the random component (Fig. 5b) which roughly
correlates with star-forming regions of Ha emission, as also seen
in other galaxies. Contrary to the random component the regular
magnetic field (Fig. 5c) is strongest in the southern part of the
ring and in the regions outside the ring, reaching locally 13 mG.
These local values are similar to the largest ones found in the
nonbarred late-type spirals (Beck 2005).

NGC 4736 / M94
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Fig. 3. Distribution of rotation measures between 8.46 and 4.86 GHz
along the azimuthal angle in 5 different rings of NGC 4254. The rings
of 1.2 kpc width start from 30′′ (2.4 kpc) distance from the galaxy cen-
ter (ring 1, the most upper one). The last ring (bottom) ends at distance
of 8.5 kpc. The best-fitted dynamo modes are also shown: for the ring
3 the bisymmetric m = 1 mode (dashed) and superposition of axisym-
metric and bisymmetric m = 0/1 modes (dotted); and for ring 4 the
axisymmetric m = 0 mode (dashed), see Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the single (m = 0) double periodic (m = 1)
cosine functions and their superposition (m = 0/1) fitted to the ro-
tation measure variations in the two rings of NGC 4254 (cf. Fig. 3).
Amplitude, phase shift, background offset, and the Theil U coefficient
of the quality of fit are given.

Dynamo mode Ampl. Ph. shift Offset Theil Ua

RING 3
m = 0 79 25 23 0.58
m = 1 53 43 41 0.83
m = 0/1 79/51 34 33 0.34
RING 4
m = 0 82 21 2 0.57
m = 1 48 48 17 0.94
m = 0/1 71/36 33 9 0.36

a The Theil U coefficient is limited to a range from zero to one (Theil
1972). Zero means a perfect fit.

Using the RM and H  data we can estimate the preferred
radial direction of magnetic field, e.g., inward or outward of
the galactic center (cf. Krause & Beck 1998). The kinematical
properties of the spiral structure in NGC 4254 can provide in-
formation on the sense of the galaxy’s rotation. As argued by

NGC4254  B of Pol.Degr. at 4.86 GHz + Halpha
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Fig. 4. Actual (Faraday-free) structure of magnetic field vectors
in NGC 4254 obtained from the combined VLA and single-dish
(Effelsberg) polarized data at 8.46 GHz and 4.86 GHz. The lengths of
vectors are proportional to the degree of polarization at 4.86 GHz. The
regions with inner and outer magnetic arms are designated. Overlaid (in
colors) is the Hα image (from Knapen et al. 2004).

Phookun et al. (1993), the spiral arms in NGC 4254 are gener-
ally of trailing type, although a small fraction of stars rotate in
reverse. From the H  velocity field we know that the western
part of the galaxy is in approaching motion, thus the southern
part of the disk is the nearest side. As both the radial velocity
and RM have the same sign on both ends of the galaxy’s major
axis (in particular, magnetic fields are directed outwards from
the observer in the western part), we conclude that the regular
(coherent) field in NGC 4254 is oriented outwards from the disk
center, which is contrary to most observed galaxies (Krause &
Beck 1998). The outwards directed field was observed to date
only in the disk of M 51. Thus, in both galaxies, outwards fields
could possibly arise from the external interaction with a com-
panion.

With the distribution of RM available at hand, we can re-
construct the intrinsic position angle of the magnetic field over
the whole galaxy, free of Faraday rotation. We assume a sim-
ple quadratic relation of RM to wavelength, which should be
an appropriate approximation for the high frequency data used.
The actual magnetic field structure thus corrected is presented in
Fig. 4 with vector lengths proportional to the degree of polariza-
tion at 4.86 GHz. The magnetic structure is smooth and of spiral
pattern, even within the galaxy inner 1′ region, where the optical
(Hα) spiral structure is unclear.

The visible magnetic arms in Fig. 4 are mainly interlaced
with optical (Hα) ones. However, we distinguish “inner” mag-
netic arms, which are displaced off the optical ones to their inner
sides and the “outer arms”, which are shifted off outwards, to the
downstream side of a density wave. In the next section, we show
that both kinds of magnetic arms differ in magnetic properties,
which must have been due to some differences regarding their
origin. In general, the pattern of magnetic arms in NGC 4254
apparently follow the structure of local optical features, which
indicates a substantial influence of density waves on magnetic
pitch angle (see Sects. 3.1 and 3.5).
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pitch anglepitch anglepitch angle

inner outer optical

IC 342 -20°±2 -16°±2 -19°±5 Krause et al. 1989

M31 -17°±4 -8°±3 -7° Fletcher et al. 2004

M33 -48°±12 -42°±5 -65°±5 Tabatabaei et al. 2009

M51 -20°±1 -18°±1 -20° Fletcher et al. 2010

M81 -14°±7 -22°±5 -11°→ -14° Krause et al. 1989

NGC 6946 -27°±2 -21°±2 Ehle & Beck 1993
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Fig. 1.—(a) Total radio intensity contour map of NGC 4736 at 8.46 GHz
and 8.6! # 8.6! resolution (from combined VLA and Effelsberg data) super-
imposed on the infrared 24 mm image (in colors, from Spitzer survey of SINGS
galaxies: Kennicutt et al. 2003). The contours are at 28, 72, 176, 320, 440,
800, 1040, and 1600 mJy beam!1. (b) Radio polarized intensity at 8.46 GHz
in contours and the infrared map in colors. The contours are at 21, 42, 70,
and 98 mJy beam!1. The galaxy is inclined by (Buta 1988) and the green35!
line in (a) denotes its major axis. The inner (rs) ring and the central minibar
are indicated, whereas the faint, outer (R) ring is out of the figure and also
invisible in the radio data.

Fig. 2.—Polarized intensity contour map of NGC 4736 at 8.46 GHz and
8.6! # 8.6! resolution with observed magnetic field vectors of the polarization
degree overlaid on the Ha image (from Knapen et al. 2003). The contours are
at 21, 42, and 84 mJy beam!1 area. The vector of corresponds to the′′10
polarization degree of 25%.

The observed total radio emission of NGC 4736 at 8.46 GHz
is clearly dominated by the galaxy’s bright inner pseudoring
(Fig. 1a) and resembles the distributions of infrared, Ha, and
UV emission (e.g., Waller et al. 2001). All pronounced radio
features in the ring correspond to the enhanced signal in the
mid-infrared (in colors in Fig. 1a) and must result from an
intense star formation process providing dust heating and strong
radio thermal and nonthermal emission. The radio contours in
the galaxy’s bright bulge region (within radius) are slightly′′20
elongated in position angle P.A. ≈ 30 . They likely correspond!
to the nuclear minibar seen in optical and CO images (§ 1).
Outside the galaxy’s bright radio disk, weak radio emission is
detected from a star-forming plume (Fig. 1a), being another
feature of the galaxy’s resonant dynamics (Waller et al. 2001).

The polarized radio emission of NGC 4736 at 8.46 GHz
reveals a dramatically different morphology (Fig. 1b). It does
not clearly correspond either to the inner pseudoring in the
infrared emission or to the distribution of total radio emission.

The degree of polarization is slightly lower in the ring (about
on average) than in its close vicinity ( ),10% " 1% 15% " 1%

and rises to about at the disk edges. The observed vectors40%
of regular magnetic field (Fig. 2) are organized into a very
clear spiral pattern with two broad magnetic arms. Surprisingly,
the inner ring hardly influences the magnetic vectors: they seem
to cross the star-forming regions without any change of their
orientation. This is opposite to what is observed in grand-design
spiral galaxies (§ 1), where the magnetic field typically follows
a nearby spiral density wave.

The revealed spiral magnetic pattern at 8.46 GHz, is fully
confirmed at 4.86 GHz. The observed similar orientation of
magnetic field vectors at both radio frequencies indicates only
small Faraday rotation effects in this galaxy (see below). Hence,
the magnetic vectors presented in Figure 2 give almost precisely
the intrinsic direction of the projected magnetic field (within
7 ) in most of the galactic regions.!

3. PURE DYNAMO ACTION?

The observed spiral structure of the magnetic field in NGC
4736 contradicts the main feature of its optical morphology:
the starbursting inner pseudoring. To investigate the exact pat-
tern of regular magnetic field without projection effects, we
constructed a phase diagram (Fig. 3) of magnetic field vectors
along the azimuthal angle in the galaxy plane versus the natural
logarithm of the galactocentric radius. It confirms that the mag-
netic vectors cross the Ha-emitting ring (which constitutes a
horizontal structure in Fig. 3) without changing their large pitch
angle of 35! " 5!. The two broad magnetic spiral arms (§ 2)
clearly emerge from close to the galactic center, at azimuths
of about and . Inside the inner ring, around azimuths0! 180!
of and , the magnetic pitch angle attains smaller val-120! 300!
ues, from to , which may result from gas flows around0! 20!
the central minibar (§ 1). Despite this, the observed pattern of
regular field in NGC 4736 seems to be the most coherent one
observed so far in spiral galaxies (cf. Beck 2005).

The comparison of the magnetic pattern in NGC 4736 with
the Hubble Space Telescope and other filtered optical images
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Fig. 3.—Diagram of the deprojected regular magnetic field vectors in the plane of NGC 4736 at 8.46 GHz (without correction for Faraday effects). The
galactocentric azimuthal angle is measured counterclockwise from the northern tip of the major axis (P.A. p 295 ). The vector’s length is proportional to the!
polarized intensity, also presented in contours. The Ha image is shown in colors.

Fig. 4.—Faraday rotation measure distribution (in colors) of NGC 4736, at
resolution, computed from 8.46 and 4.86 GHz data, in rad m , with′′ !215

contours of Ha emission.

Fig. 5.—Magnetic maps of NGC 4736. (a) Total, (b) random, and (c) regular
magnetic field strength (in mG) in colors, with contours of (a) infrared 24 mm
and (b, c) Ha emission.

indicates further disagreement of the regular magnetic field with
other galactic structures, e.g., the prominent, almost circular, long
dust lane west of the center (Waller et al. 2001), or spiral dust
armlets (probably of acoustic origin) in the central part of the
galaxy (Elmegreen et al. 2002). Outside the ring, the relation of
magnetic vectors with optical, flocculent features (Waller et al.
2001) is ambiguous, and contrary to the magnetic structure the
optical features do not continue inside the ring. The kinematics
of CO- and H i–emitting gas near the ring is well described by
pure circular differential rotation with a velocity of about 200
km s and small residuals, typically less than about 10 km!1

s (Wong & Blitz 2000). This assures that galactic shearing!1

motions in the vicinity of the inner ring are strong. Hence, the
observed magnetic spiral could result from apure MHD dynamo
action that develops without support from spiral density waves
(§ 1).

The strongest observational test for the origin of the galactic
magnetic field is the distribution of Faraday rotation measure
(RM), which is sensitive to the sense of direction of the magnetic
field. Magnetic fields produced locally by ejections from stars or

by small-scale MHD dynamos, compressed in shocks or stretched
by gas shearing flows, yield random fields and incoherent (chang-
ing sign) RM patterns. Only the large-scale dynamo can induce
unidirectional magnetic field and produce a coherent RM pattern
on the galactic scale. The typical RM values observed in NGC
4736 (Fig. 4) are small, about "50 rad m , reaching locally!2

rad m . As the galaxy is located at high Galactic!2FRMF 1 100
latitude ( ) the influence of the Milky Way on observed RM76!
could be omitted. Globally, NGC 4736 shows a large area of
statistically positive RM in the northwestern part of the galaxy
and negative RM in the southeastern one. This gives a strong
argument for a large-scale MHD dynamo working in this object.

From maps of total and polarized emission and the direction
of magnetic field vectors corrected for Faraday rotation we derive
“magnetic maps” (Chyży 2008)—the strength of total, random,
and regular magnetic field throughout the galaxy plane, corrected
for projection effects. In calculations we assume equipartition be-
tween the energy of the magnetic field and cosmic rays with an
Ep300 MeV cutoff in the cosmic-ray proton spectrum, the energy
ratio k p 100 of cosmic-ray protons and electrons, and an un-
projected synchrotron disk thickness of L p 500 pc. The thermal
emission is separated from the observed radio intensity assuming
a nonthermal spectral index of 0.9. The total magnetic field (Fig.
5a) is strongest in the galactic center and in the starbursting ring
where its strength varies from 18 to even 30 mG. The field is
dominated by the random component (Fig. 5b) which roughly
correlates with star-forming regions of Ha emission, as also seen
in other galaxies. Contrary to the random component the regular
magnetic field (Fig. 5c) is strongest in the southern part of the
ring and in the regions outside the ring, reaching locally 13 mG.
These local values are similar to the largest ones found in the
nonbarred late-type spirals (Beck 2005).
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Mean-field dynamo I
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Mean-field dynamo II

m=0 mode by far easiest to produce
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Regular B-field structure

Galaxy m=0 m=1 m=2
IC 342 1 - - Krause et al. 1989

LMC 1 - - Gaensler et al. 2005

M31 1 0 0 Fletcher et al. 2004

M33 1 1 0.5 Tabatabaei et al. 2008

M51 1 0 0.5 Fletcher et al. 2010

M81 - 1 - Krause et al. 1989

NGC 253 1 - - Heesen et al. 2009

NGC 1097 1 1 1 Beck et al. 2005

NGC 1365 1 1 1 Beck et al. 2005

NGC 4254 1 0.5 - Chyży 2005

NGC 4414 1 0.5 0.5 Soida et al. 2002

NGC 6946 1 - - Ehle & Beck 1993
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Pitch angles
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Summary
1. Lot of galaxies observed, information

needs to be systematically collated.

3. With careful (statistical) analysis can measure  
B-field properties directly related to theory. 

2.  Btot ≈ 15 μG, Breg ≈ 5 μG, bran ≈ 13 μG.

4. New radio telescopes will open new
possibilities, related to e.g. weak B-fields.

Theory works!


